Tennis Match Results
South Carolina vs Arkansas
Mar 26, 2017 at Fayetteville, Ark.
(George M. Billingsley Tennis Center)

#24 South Carolina 4, #18 Arkansas 2

**Singles competition**
1. #36 Ingrid Martins (SC) def. #48 Shannon Hudson (AR) 3-6, 6-4, 6-3
2. #75 Mia Horvit (SC) def. #115 Ana Oparenovic (AR) 6-2, 6-2
3. #121 Leolia Jeanjean (AR) vs. Caroline Dailey (SC) 6-1, 6-7 (5-7), 1-4, unfinished
4. Mia Jurasic (AR) def. Silvia Chinellato (SC) 6-1, 6-4
5. Hadley Berg (SC) def. Giulia Pairone (AR) 7-5, 6-4
6. Brigit Folland (SC) def. Natsuho Arakawa (AR) 6-2, 6-2

**Doubles competition**
1. #38 Shannon Hudson/Giulia Pairone (AR) def. Caroline Dailey/Silvia Chinellato (SC) 6-4
2. Ana Oparenovic/Mia Jurasic (AR) vs. Ingrid Martins/Brigit Folland (SC) 5-6, unfinished
3. Leolia Jeanjean/Natsuho Arakawa (AR) def. Mia Horvit/Hadley Berg (SC) 6-2

Match Notes:
South Carolina 13-5 (4-3 SEC); National ranking #24
Arkansas 14-5 (4-3 SEC); National ranking #18
Order of finish: Doubles (3,1); Singles (6,2,4,5,1)